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MODULE 2 [Water, Food, Resources]

Chicago’s water system is a complex system developing gradually along with the growth of city of 

Chicago, its population and economy. Historically, it had been gone through taking water from the 

Lake Michigan, establish of the combined sewer system, reversal of the river, launch of the TARP 

system. Thought every time huge amount of money and effort was putting into it to make the city a 

better living condition, it brought new problems too.

Currently, Chicago are taking water from Lake Michigan with a limitation of 2.1 billon gallons per day, 

and an average of 1.2 billion gallons are actually pulling out and get filtrated. While at the same time 

about 0.5 billion gallons of Lake Michigan water is wasted as runoff. The sewer system collects used 

water as well as rainwater/flood water, and then it is transports to water treatment, then he treated 

water goes through the sanitary canal to Mississippi river. (70% of the river water is treated water).

Located on plain and being a metropolis urban area, Chicago suffers seriously from runoff and flood 

issues. 80% of the rainwater running off because of the impervious surfaces, not only left 

groundwater failed to get recharge but also putting more burden on the water treatment system 

(50% of the treated water are rainwater and storm water). The river reversal changed the watershed 

and putting more area runoff water into the river. Because of the combined sewer system, when it 

raining heavily, storm water flushed into the sewer and backs up to streets and basements combined 

with the used water which deal serious pollution to living environment. When the rain getting even 

heavier, the CSO which putting combined water back into Lake Michigan cause even worse 

contamination to the water source. The TARP system are current solution to this issue but not 

working perfectly, it has high cost and unpredicted completion date.

The water usage has an issue of waste. The clean water that supplies domestic household consistent 

of 40% of indoor water usage and 60% outdoor water usage. The outdoor water goes mostly to 

irrigation and car washing purpose which not necessary to consume drinkable water at all. Also 

considering the large park system in Chicago and obviously make it worse. Being closed to such a 

treasured fresh water source, Chicago’s water rate is among the lowest across the nation, this make 

people arbitrary in using water.

After looking to the opportunity areas, we find the some issues are solvable when starting to look not 

only the water system underground, but also introduce people and nature as bottom-up method to 

deal with this issue together. The TARP system itself simply can not work along, since the flood are 

unpredicted, any related problem like not distributing water enough fast, the lack of capacity of the 

water treatment may fail the system as a whole. However, if all green spaces can be utilized to hold a 

portion of rainwater, then nature evaporation and infiltration can help to take always the first half 

inches of rain, every time. This not only help recovering the charge of groundwater but also help 

TARP to keep empty during regular rain and therefore exert full power when real flood comes. 

Similarly, impervious surfaces stand a chance to help if they can be replaced with penetrable material. 

Even we can consider redesign of the waterway to make river itself function like a water treatment 

facility.

The zoning and setting of other infrastructure are in some extent conflict with the flood issue. Putting 

highway and subways at the lowest elevation may cause water flushed into it and fail it. Letting 

people build house in plain area has to pay back to deal with flood damage. And in navy pier, where 

most CSO are reversed to lake, also located our biggest water intake facility. Is that the only way we 

doing this or not? Can we improve the system to one that not necessary to be dirty and inefficiency, to 

one that don’t have to be buried deeply underground? 1


